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a b s t r a c t

Heat and mass transfer in macellular materials signifies an important topic of research for a range of
advanced applications such as in thermal, aerospace, geotechnical and scaffold tissue engineering etc.
Based on the mathematical similarity of various transport problems, this paper proposes a modified bidi-
rectional evolutionary structural optimization (BESO) method for design of biphasic microstructural com-
posites with desirable transport properties. The cellular materials considered herein comprise periodic
base cells and the homogenization technique is adopted to determine their effective (bulk) properties.
The key is to optimize the topology of base cell model for minimizing the difference between the effective
and target transport properties. Numerical examples agree well with the well-known benchmarking
microstructures and some of them are prototyped using biphasic solid free-form fabrication (SFF) tech-
nology. To facilitate comprehension of the algorithm, a short MATLAB program is provided in the
Appendix.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the past two decades, great efforts have been directed to-
wards the design and fabrication of novel cellular composites with
extraordinary physical properties desired for special engineering
applications [1,2]. One common basis of these studies resides in
the fact that many natural and engineered composites are made
up by periodic base cells (PBCs) or representative volume elements
(RVEs). The compositions and microstructures of these PBCs deter-
mine the bulk material behaviors, making such composites partic-
ularly prevalent and attractive in material design when one or
more specific requirements of physical properties are placed.

As an important computational tool in material development,
the homogenization method [3] has proven particularly effective
in finite element driven characterization and analyses [4]. The di-
rect homogenization technique has been employed for microstruc-
tural material design, in which different compositions and/or
configurations of PBC can be estimated and characterized compu-
tationally prior to costly physical prototyping and testing. To a cer-
tain extent, such a virtual trial-and-error exercise could help
ll rights reserved.
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accelerate the design process for a range of functional heat and
mass transfer materials.

However, attaining the desired effective (or bulk) physical prop-
erties by tailoring the composition and/or microstructure of the can-
didate materials still remains rather challenging. A repeated use of
the direct homogenization cannot guarantee that a specified physi-
cal property will be achieved and the computational cost of such a
laborious trial-and-error procedure may become prohibitively high.
For this reason, a more methodical approach has been required.
Since the number of feasible PBC designs attaining a desired set of
properties may be astronomical, the inverse homogenization meth-
od [2] has been developed to provide a more systematic procedure.
This approach embeds the direct homogenization method within a
topology optimization framework [1], where the design of the PBC
microstructural layout is driven by an ongoing calculation of topo-
logical sensitivity of the difference between the homogenized and
target properties. Thus, starting from an arbitrary initial design,
the inverse homogenization method gradually redistributes the
base materials such that the optimal microstructure configuration
can be obtained for achieving desired physical properties. The de-
sign of multifunctional PBC materials for different physical proper-
ties could be found in a review article [5].

As a long-standing research topic, topology optimization aims
to distribute specified quantities of multiphase materials for a

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatmasstransfer.2012.08.028
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range of single or multiple objective function(s). To formulate the
topology optimization problem in a finite element framework,
the volume fraction (or relative density) q(x) of the candidate
material in each element is usually treated as the design variable,
rendering the associated algorithms density-based. Although q(x)
is expected to be 0/1 (white/black) in an element centered at point
x, it is usually relaxed to an intermediate value between 0 and 1 in
mathematical programming or optimality criteria algorithms in or-
der to avoid the ill-posed nature of the optimization problem. Nev-
ertheless, such an intermediate variable is commonly penalized
exponentially by a Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization
(SIMP) method to ensure its convergence to either 0 or 1 in a final
design [1]. In addition to this point-to-point approach, boundary-
tracked model like level-set method [6] is capable of capturing
the geometrical characterizations for the in-design structures and
its applications to topology optimization have been reported in
many literatures [7,8].

Over the last two decades, several topology optimization algo-
rithms for density-based structural representation including Opti-
mality Criteria (OC) [9], Genetic Algorithm (GA) [10] and
Evolutionary Structural Optimization (ESO) [11–18] have proven
effective and reached a level of maturity. Among them, the ESO
method showed significant simplicity and effectiveness in multi-
physics problems [19]. This method was based upon a simple con-
cept of either removing redundant/inefficient materials from a
structure [11] or shifting material from least efficient to most effi-
cient location while maintaining the volume fraction [12,13]. The la-
ter version of ESO allows material alteration from two directions (i.e.
adding and removing elements) simultaneously and is thus named
bidirectional evolutionary structural optimization (BESO) [14–
17,20]. Huang and Xie recently demonstrated successfully that BESO
overtakes ESO in computational efficiency and robustness [16,21]. A
modified BESO method was used to optimize the steady heat con-
duction problem under both design-independent and design depen-
dent heat loads by Gao et al. in [22]. Compared with other topology
optimization algorithms, ESO/BESO appears particularly simple in
numerical implementation. In both ESO and BESO, the evolutionary
process is driven by either relative stress level [11], performance in-
dex [23,24], or a full range of topological sensitivities [12], making
this method considerably versatile. Its successful applications in
elastic [11,12], thermal [25,26] and electromagnetic [19] structures
inspires us to extend the BESO method from structural optimization
to materials design for transport properties in this paper.

From an algorithmic perspective, the original BESO procedure
allows altering material distribution in an element based fashion,
where the entire candidate elements are added or removed in
terms of the local sensitivity. This hard killing/restoring technique
is effective in many benchmarking problems of structural optimi-
zation, where the difference of sensitivity is fairly significant. How-
ever, such an element-based procedure may result in severe
oscillation of element removal and addition where the sensitivities
are less distinct [27,28]. For instance, in material design a periodic
base cell model is optimized where the sensitivity difference is not
as significant as those in compliance-driven structural topology
optimizations [29] and the inverse homogenization could often
lead to multiple solutions of microstructures [30,31]. For these rea-
sons, firstly, we would like to introduce a soft-killing/restoring
scheme to BESO, in which only a part (rather than full) of material
in each candidate element is altered according to the relative level
of its sensitivity in each iteration. Secondly, the volume fraction is
allowed to fluctuate around its constraint value. But the magnitude
of the fluctuation diminishes to zero gradually with the conver-
gence of the optimization.

In this paper, the Hashin-Strikman (HS) bounds [32] are taken
as the target property for the PBC design. They are also used as
the interpolation functions to calculate the local values in an ele-
ment mixed by two phase constituents. The sensitivity of the
homogenized property is derived by using the adjoint variable
method [33], followed by either the filter technique [34] or nonlin-
ear diffusion techniques [35] to suppress checkerboard patterns in
the optimal PBC structures. To demonstrate the capability of the
modified BESO procedure in this study, several 2D and 3D illustra-
tive examples are presented for the design of composites with the
upper and lower HS bounds of transport properties. To demon-
strate that the design results are manufacturable, some selected
examples are fabricated with biphasic solid free-form fabrication
(SFF) techniques, which have been used for rapidly prototyping
complex 3D functional parts. A stand-alone MATLAB program is
provided to facilitate the comprehension and implementation of
the presented BESO material design method.
2. Statement of the problem

The cellular composites considered herein consist of self-re-
peated PBCs. Within such a RVE, the inverse homogenization prob-
lem is formulated to optimize the PBC microstructure so that the
effective transport property of the composite approaches the target
on the HS bounds. The mathematical details of the microstructural
design problem, the target values, the effective transport property
and the inverse homogenization are given as follows.
2.1. Effective transport property

Many physical field and transport problems, such as heat trans-
fer, permeable flow, incompressible flow, electric conduction, dif-
fusion, electrostatics and magnetostatics, etc. can be governed by
the following quasi steady-state harmonic equation [36]
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where the local transport property j(q(x)) depends on which con-
stituent occupies the location x = [x1, x2, x3]T. According to the
homogenization theory [3], the field variable T can be asymptoti-
cally expanded to a polynomial consisted of global (macroscopic)
field variable T0(x) and local (microscopic) field variable Ti(x, y),
i = 1, 2, . . ., at the ith level of hierarchy of microstructure as below:

Tðx; yÞ ¼ e0T0ðxÞ þ e1T1ðx; yÞ þ e2T2ðx; yÞ þ � � � ð2Þ

Without loss of generality, a two-level hierarchical composite is
considered to simplify the derivation, where y = [y1, y2, y3]T denotes
the microscopic (local) coordinate system relating to its macro-
scopic (global) counterpart x = [x1, x2, x3]T by a scale factor
0 < e << 1, given as x = ey. To calculate the derivative with respect
to the macroscopic coordinate x, the chain rule is applied to
x = ey, leading to the differentiation across these two scales as
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Substituting asymptotically-expanded T and differential operator o/
ox, defined in Eqs. (2) and (3) respectively, into Eq. (1), arranging the
terms based on the exponent of e and extracting the terms in terms
of the order of e-1, we obtain
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According to Eq. (2), T0 does not depend on y, leading to oT0/oyj = 0.
Thus the first term in Eq. (4) can be dropped, yielding
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According to the Taylor series, periodic field variable T1 can be as-
sumed as the macro field variable T0(x) minuses the multiplication
of the micro-scale periodic characteristic field variable v(y) and the
macro-scale-based gradation of T0(x),

T1 ¼ T0ðxÞ � vðyÞ @T0

@x
ð6Þ

Differentiating Eq. (6) with respect to y leads to
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Inserting Eq. (7) into Eq. (5), we finally obtain
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The solution to Eq. (8) is called the characteristic field v(y), which is
the key to the homogenization-based calculation of the effective
transport properties [37].

Extracting the e0 terms in the extension of Eq. (1), we obtain
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According to Eq. (7), we replace oT1/oyj with -ov(y)/oyjoT0/oxj, and
finally obtain
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Eq. (10) has a similar form to the original harmonic equation as Eq.
(1) except the base transport property j is replaced by j(I - ov(y)/
oyj). According to the homogenization theory, as e ? 0, j(I�ov(y)/
oyj) approximates an average value integrated over the PBC domain.
Therefore the effective transport property can be defined as
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where |X| denotes the volume of the PBC domain and I stands for
the second-order (2D) or third-order (3D) identity. The formulation
of Eq. (11) in a finite element framework can be expressed as,
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where the symbols with superscript e indicate that they are valued
at element level (e.g. |Xe| denote the volume or area of the local ele-
ment, respectively, in 3D and 2D cases). It is noted that the effective
thermal conductivity can be calculated by other methods. For
example, the effective parameter can be obtained by averaging
the steady heat flux through the cross section area of the media
over the temperature difference within a given distance [38]. But
such method seems inappropriate for the following inverse design
process in the topology optimization framework.

2.2. Hashin-Strikman bounds

The transport properties like conductivity, diffusivity or perme-
ability are used to measure the material’s capability of transferring
energy or mass from one point to other. It is usually a second-order
positive definite tensor denoted by two eigenvalues k1 and k2 in 2D
cases, as

j ¼
k1 0
0 k2

� �
ð13Þ
For a biphasic isotropic composite, these two eigenvalues are equal
(k = k1 = k2), thus the transport properties for phases one and two
are denoted as j1 = g1I and j2 = g2I, respectively. The allowable
eigenvalues mainly depend on the compositional properties, vol-
ume fractions and microstructures of the material constituents. A
range of estimated bounds only taking the first two factors into con-
sideration for the admissible eigenvalues have been proposed. In
this regard, the well-known Wiener bounds are perhaps the sim-
plest [39], given as
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where c and 1 - c are the volume fractions for phase 1 and phase 2,
respectively. As the Wiener bounds are too wide to be attained [30],
Hashin and Strikman developed much tighter (HS) bounds to nar-
row the admissible domain, originally for conductivities in 2D and
3D [32]. If g1 < g2, the two-dimensional and three-dimensional HS
bounds are respectively given by
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In addition to serving as the target values, the HS bounds are the
ideal interpolation functions for estimating the local transport
property when an element is mixed with two phases of constituent
materials. Indeed, the commonly-used interpolation schemes are
mainly based on the Wiener bounds where the local density needs
to be exponentially penalized for ensuring its convergence to 0 or 1
in the final topology. As the HS bounds are much closer to the real
values, the design variables can converge to their extreme values
without need of penalty. Furthermore, to ensure the problem non-
trivial, the interpolation scheme should be different from the target
value. That is to say, if the target is on the lower HS bound, the
upper HS bound should be employed as the interpolation function,
and vice versa.

2.3. Objective function and sensitivity analysis

After defining the effective transport properties and their
allowable extreme values, the design problem becomes how
to make the effective (or homogenized) values ðjÞ attain their
targets ðbjÞ by distributing the candidate materials within the
base cell. Mathematically, this problem can be formulated in
terms of the minimization of a positive potential energy,
equivalent to the summation of the least squares of the differ-
ence between corresponding entries in these two quantities,
given by

min
qe

JðqeÞ ¼
X2

i;j¼1

rijðbjij � jijÞ2

subject to
R

X qedX ¼ V0

ð17Þ

where V0 denotes the volume constraint for one material and rij acts
as the weighting factor to emphasize or balance the role of different
entries in the objective function. Such weighting factors are usually
equal to 1 for isotropic examples given in this paper but might be
different for anisotropic cases. The local volume fraction qe in each
candidate element is taken as the design variable. For 2D cases, the
sensitivity of the objective function with respect to the design var-
iable can be expressed as,
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where ae = oJ/oqe � DJ/Dqe denotes the gradient of the variation in
the objective function, DJ, to the variation in volume fraction,Dqe.

As a criterion to assess which element should be changed in the
BESO procedure, however, the sensitivity in Eq. (18) is often not di-
rectly used as it commonly results in checkerboard patterns, where
some regions are occupied by different phases alternately. In this
regard, the filter technique [34] has proven effective in structural
topology optimization to eliminate such numerical instability,
where the local sensitivity ae at each element is replaced by an
averaging value in all its adjacent elements. But it might be mal-
function in material design as the sensitivity in Eq. (18) may not
be sensitive enough in some cases [29–31]. As a new attempt,
the nonlinear diffusion method is introduced into the BESO meth-
od, in which an extra term weighted by a positive factor f is added
to the objective function as below

JðqÞ ¼
X2
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Z

X
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The sensitivity of the diffusion energy (the second term in Eq. (19))
with respect to the relative volume fraction q is given by
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where div denotes the divergence of a vector. Derived from the
Fick’s law and continuity condition, the diffusion process was firstly
used to describe mass transport. Different diffusion functions deter-
mine different diffusion processes. For example, if /(krqk) = 1/
2krqk2, the right side of Eq. (20) degenerates to the well-known La-
place operator, which coincides with the linear filter models in
topology optimization [35]. With the introduction of the nonlinear
diffusion energy, the sensitivity finally becomes
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2.4. The modified bidirectional evolutionary structural optimization
(BESO)

The original evolutionary structural optimization (ESO) method
[11–17] was unidirectional, which only allows removing redun-
dant materials from a fully-occupied structure. As such, the volume
of the solid phase decreases monotonically, making it impossible to
replenish improperly removed materials and sometimes resulting
in an overly-killed structure. To deal with this problem, a thick-
ness-based morphing technique was developed to enable concur-
rent addition and removal of material within each iteration.
Lately, a bi-directional structural optimization method (BESO)
capable of adding and removing elements simultaneously was pro-
posed [20], which quickly showed its superior effectiveness and
robustness over the traditional ESO method for a range of struc-
tural optimization problems [16].

Although BESO demonstrates its versatility in generating more
reliable topology as well as making the optimization more inde-
pendent on the initial designs [20], its search capability could be
limited by the addition and removal of whole elements in each
iteration. The alteration of whole candidate elements from either
solid to void (hard-kill) or void to solid (hard-revive) happens in
high stress or sensitivity concentration regions, sometimes making
convergence problematic. In some cases, the presence and absence
of some elements occurs in an oscillatory fashion and often a reg-
ulation of design parameters is required [27]. Furthermore, the tra-
ditional BESO procedure has no control on the number of elements
added and deleted in each iteration, making the prescription of a
volume constraint difficult [20].

One method to remedy this malfunction is what was named
‘‘soft-kill’’ or ‘‘soft-revive’’ by downgrading or upgrading the mate-
rial (in terms of volume fraction) partially in each element
[12,13,40], as qe

kþ1 ¼ maxðqmin;minð1;qe
k � qÞÞ, where 0 < qmin << 1

is a small positive number to avoid singularity in finite element
analysis and q is a prescribed constant defining the step-size of
updating design variables. Compared to the well-known SIMP
method, the relaxation of the design variable in such a BESO meth-
od is incomplete because the updated volume fraction qe

kþ1 varies
in a step-wise fashion by taking two extreme bounds of the set,
fqe

kþ1jmaxðqmin;minð1;qe
k � q 6 qe

6 qe
k þ qÞg, other than its

whole domain. As there are only two admissible values for qe
kþ1,

it is really important to find a proper step-size q so that the BESO
method is neither too ‘‘hard’’, where an overly-large step-size may
lead to qe

kþ1 ¼ qmin or 1, like the traditional element-based BESO,
nor too ‘‘soft’’, where an overly-small step-size results in an insig-
nificant updating.

We here attempt to improve the traditional thickness and ele-
ment-based BESO method [20] from two perspectives. Firstly, the
volume constraint is relaxed, meaning that there is no strict
restriction in maintaining the same volume in each iteration. Spe-
cifically, two sets of elements are determined in terms of their
algebraic ranking in sensitivities: (1) the upper sensitivity set,
whose corresponded elements will be weakened or downgraded,
and (2) the lower sensitivity set, whose corresponding elements
will be strengthened or upgraded. These two sets of elements keep
changing during the iteration, depending on the thresholds in each
step (e.g. (1 - d)amean and (1 + d)amean in terms of the mean sensitiv-
ity amean and threshold coefficient d). Within the upper sensitivity
set, the volume fraction of candidate element will be decreased if
the volume fraction is greater than its constraint V0. In contrast,
the volume fraction of candidate elements in the lower sensitivity
set will be increased if the volume fraction is smaller than con-
straint V0. The implementation of this evolution process is given
as line 29 to 48 in the appended MATLAB code. It should be men-
tioned here that the strengthening and weakening sets should be
swapped if the upper HS bound is taken as the target. Because
the effective property obtained from the homogenization is based
on the real volume fraction in each step, the target in the BESO
algorithm should be changed in terms of this real value other than
the initial volume constraint V0. The relaxation of the volume frac-
tion reduces gradually, i.e., the difference between the constraint
and the real volume will diminish to zero and its influence on
the target becomes trivial.

The second improvement in the BESO method consists in that
step-size q is no longer a constant (as in the thickness morphing
[12,13]), but a gradually decreased value defined by �qkþ1 ¼ l �qk

(where l = 0.9000 � 0.999 with an initial step-size, e.g.
�q0 ¼ 10%) as the evolution progresses. Such a dynamic change in
the step-size provides adequate flexibility and effectiveness, where
the design can more quickly approach to a topological sketch near
the optimum in the beginning. As the design evolves, the changed
step-size allows the PBC structure gradually converging to its opti-
mum and the volume constraint in the end. To have a clear view of
this new BESO procedure, a simple MATLAB code is provided in
Appendix A for design of a 2D biphasic microstructural composite
targeting on the lower HS bound property.



Fig. 2. Biphasic microstructure of a cellular composite targeting for the lower HS
bound (a) Optimal base cell with width:height = 1:1 starting from initial values II
(Example 1); (b) Optimal base cell with width:height = 1:1 starting from initial
values III (Example 2); (c) Base cell in (a) ranking in a 4 � 4 matrix; (d) Base cell in
(b) ranking in a 4 � 4 matrix.
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3. Results and discussion

The following examples aim to demonstrate the capabilities of
the proposed modification of the BESO method for the design of
cellular materials both in 2D and 3D. A number of design parame-
ters are used in the MATLAB code. Firstly, the design domain is as-
sumed to be a rectangle discretized into an nx � ny mesh with 4-
node square elements or into an nx � ny � nz mesh with 8-node
cubic elements in 2D and 3D, respectively. In all the figures illus-
trating microstructures below, black (dark) and green (light) colors
denote the materials with lower (j1 = I) and higher (j2 = 3I) base
transport properties, respectively. Unless otherwise stated, the vol-
ume fraction is set V0 = 0.5 so that the lower and upper HS bounds
used as the targets are jLHS = 1.667I and jUHS = 1.800I in 2D and
jLHS = 1.750I and jUHS = 1.875I in 3D. The weighting factors for
the different entries of objective property tensor are equal to
rij = 1 in all the examples.

To conduct a proper sensitivity analysis, initial values need to
involve a non-uniform material distribution. In this study, three
different initial designs are considered: (1) Initial Design I, whose
the pixel/voxel (i.e. elemental) volume fraction distribution is pro-
portional to the distance from the pixel/voxel center to the base
cell center, as plotted in Fig. 1a; (2) Initial Design II, whose the vol-
ume fraction distribution is inversely proportional to that distance
as in Fig. 1b; and (3) Initial Design III (Fig. 1c), whose volume frac-
tion is defined in Line 5 in the appended MATLAB code.

3.1. 2D examples targeting for the lower HS bound

The first example (Example 1) is carried out within a squared
base cell discretized into nx � ny = 200 � 200 elements. Starting
from the Initial Design II, the effective property converges to
diagðjÞ ¼ ½1:6811; 1:6806	T (diag. denotes the diagonal entries of
a matrix), fairly close to the targeted HS lower bound ofbj ¼ jLHS ¼ 1:6667I after 150 iterations. The volume fraction of
the optimal structure in Fig. 2a is exactly equal to the constraint
of V0 = 0.5. By ranking the base cells repeatedly in 2D space, a bi-
connected low transport phase (black) is obtained in Fig. 2c, form-
ing a matrix separating the high transport phase (light green). It is
found that the high transport phase takes a circular shape. Such a
Vigdergauz-like structural microstructure are also found to attain
the upper HS bulk modulus [41], maximal permeability [42] and
thermal conductivity by the MMA method [30].

Starting from Initial Design III (Example 2), the base cell design
converges to a slightly different topology shown in Fig. 2b, which
provides other optimal microstructure for the lower HS bound.
The final effective transport property is diagðjÞ ¼ ½1:6759;
1:6737	. Its self-repeated assembly in Fig. 2d is actually the well-
known Kagomé-like lattice in materials science [43]. In fact such
Fig. 1. Initial microstructures: (a) Initial Design
a high-transport cellular structure has been widely-reported being
of extraordinary properties in magnetic [44], superconducting [45],
percolating and elastic fields .

Fig. 3 illustrates the convergence of the objective function and
volume fraction for Examples 1 and 2, in which the objective drops
drastically in the first 20 iterations and converges to zero within 100
iterations. Compared to the objective function, the volume fraction
converges in a different way that oscillates around the constraint in
the beginning but finally approaches 0.5. A corresponding MATLAB
code is provided for Example 2 in the Appendix, which is initiated by
simply entering BESO(200,200,0.5,0.12,0.1,1,1,1,3,0.05) in the MAT-
LAB prompt window. Indeed, by changing the initial design and/or
the shape of design domain, different results can be generated as be-
low. More details about this example code are provided in the
Appendix.

In Examples 3 and 4, the aspect ratio of the width to height of
the base cell is deliberately set to 3:1 to observe its effect on the
attained effective transport property. To make use of typical square
I; (b) Initial Design II. (c) Initial Design III.



Fig. 3. The convergence of the objective function and volume fraction in (a) Example 1; (b) Example 2.
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elements, the design domain (base cell) are modeled by a mesh of
nx � ny = 300�100. For Examples 3 and 4, three squared Initial De-
signs II and I are evenly placed in this 3:1 rectangular base cell do-
main, respectively. Since most design parameters, except for the
shape of design domains, are the same as those in Examples 1
and 3, the optimal base cells as shown in Fig. 4a are actually three
horizontally-repeated base cells (similar to Fig. 2a). Although the
optimal microstructures of PBCs seem much different, they do have
almost the same effective property (j ¼ 1:6793I for Fig. 4a,
j ¼ 1:6807I for Fig. 4b and diagðjÞ ¼ ½1:6787;1:6778	 for Fig. 4c).
More interestingly, the composites constructed by the base cells
in Figs. 4a,b actually have the identical microstructures when they
are periodically assembled as shown in Figs. 4d,e. Also Fig. 4f has
the same topology as that in Fig. 2d.

3.2. 2D examples targeting for the upper HS bound

This section presents two other examples (Examples 6 and 7)
for the cellular materials targeting on the upper HS bound. In these
examples, the ‘‘German-McClure’’ function /(s) = (1 + s2)�2 is cho-
sen as the diffusion function for its proven capability in structural
topology optimization with the SIMP method [35]. The design do-
main in Example 5 is a square discretized by nx � ny = 200 � 200
elements and the design starts from Initial Design I. Compared
with the optimal microstructure shown in Fig. 2a, the result in
Fig. 4. The microstructure (width:height = 3:1) of a composite targeting for the lower HS
base cell starting from initial values I (Example 4); (c) Optimal base cell starting from initi
(b) ranking in a 2 � 6 matrix; (f) Base cell in (c) ranking in a 2 � 6 matrix.
Fig. 5a illustrates the areas occupied by low-transport phase are
now occupied by the high-transport phase, and vice versa. This
phenomenon that swapping the properties of constituent material
changes its effective value from the lower/upper to upper/lower HS
bound has been reported in [29,30,46]. Fig. 5c shows that the high-
transport phase in the upper HS bound composite is continuous
while its counterpart in the lower bound is separated into
evenly-distributed circular inclusions. The volume fraction of the
optimal microstructure in Fig. 5a is also 0.5 and the attained effec-
tive value for this example is j ¼ 1:7986I, fairly close to the target
of bj ¼ 1:800I.

To observe the effect of the shape of base cell on the cellular
material with the upper bound property, Example 6 is made up
of a 3:1 rectangular domain. Two identical patterns similar to Ini-
tial Design I are placed as the initial design in the rectangular PBC
domain. An optimal PBC microstructure is shown in Fig. 5b, in
which a horizontal high-transport bar is formed to connect the
two Greek crosses as in Fig. 5b. From Fig. 5d, we found that the
low-transport phase accumulates in two shapes, namely big and
small rectangular inclusions with round corners. The high-trans-
port phase is well connected in Example 6, making the effective
property j ¼ 1:7984I, nearly attaining its target bj ¼ 1:800I. These
2D examples clearly supports the claim by Carson et al. [47] that
isotropic porous materials should be divided into internal and
external porosity materials, in which optimal heat transfer path-
bound (a) Optimal base cell starting from initial values II (Example 3); (b) Optimal
al values III (Example 5); (d) Base cell in (a) ranking in a 2 � 6 matrix; (e) Base cell in



Fig. 5. The microstructure of a composite targeting for the upper HS bound (a)
Optimal base cell with width:height = 1:1 starting from Initial Design I (Example 6);
(b) Optimal base cell with width:height = 3:1 starting from Initial Design I (Example
7); (c) Base cell in (a) ranking in a 4 � 4 matrix; (d) Base cell in (b) ranking in a 3 � 9
matrix.
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way is through the continuous and dispersed phases, respectively.
The benchmarking examples validate the effectiveness of the pre-
sented BESO method in 2D cellular material design. Furthermore,
with different initial designs, the modified BESO can yield different
solutions, reflecting an important nature of the inverse homogeni-
zation technique, i.e. different microstructures can attain the same
or close physical properties.

The application of BESO method in structural topology optimiza-
tion and other fields have been reported extensively, but its usage in
Fig. 6. The snapshots of the optimization with traditional BESO method starting from
material design is rare. To demonstrate a better performance of this
modified BESO method than more traditional BESO approach
[20,27], Example 2 is re-run by adding or deleting the entire element
in each iteration. Because the density is strictly limited to 0 or 1, the
abovementioned initial structures with intermediate densities have
to be discarded in traditional BESO. For this purpose, two different
dark-green initials (cross-like and square structures as shown in
Fig. 6a and 6end e) are used in Examples 8 and 9. To ensure numer-
ical stability, around 1% of the total elements is allowed to be up-
dated in each iteration. The rest parameters of these two examples
are the same as those used in Example 2.

The snapshots in Fig. 6b–d and Fig. 6f–h illustrate the evolution
process. Both of optimal structures (as shown in Fig. 6d and h) in
Examples 8 and 9 have lattice-like structures and look apparently
unsymmetrical even though starting from symmetrical initials. The
convergence histories for these two examples in Fig. 7 show that
the optimization is fairly slow, especially in the later stage. The
objectives seem converging to zero but the effective conductivities,
diagðjÞ ¼ ½1:7045;1:7022	 and diagðjÞ ¼ ½1:6980;1:6960	 respec-
tively, are higher than their counterpart in the modified BESO,
diagðjÞ ¼ ½1:6759;1:6737	 in Example 2, and the targetbj ¼ jLHS ¼ 1:6667I. It is believed that the disadvantages of tradi-
tional BESO algorithm attribute to the strict constraints in both ele-
mental density and volume fraction, which are relaxed to
continuous functional spaces in the modified BESO method. Thus
the numerical feasibility and flexibility are improved considerably.
3.3. 3D examples targeted for the lower HS bound

The extension of the material design from 2D to 3D presents no
significant theoretical difficulties. However, due to limitations in
the computing power available, the mesh size for the following
3D examples is set as nx � ny � nz = 40�40�40.

For the lower HS bounds (Example 10), the high-transport
phase (light green) is evenly distributed in a shape of cubic with
round corners in the composite (Fig. 8a). To have a clear view of
the microstructure, a RVE is extracted from the center of 2�2�2
: (a)–(d) cross-like structure (Example 8); (e)–(h) square structure (Example 9).



Fig. 7. The convergence histories of the objective functions for Examples 8 and 9.

Fig. 8. The microstructure of a cellular composite targeting for the lower HS bound
(a) ISO surface (qe = 0.90) of the high-transport phase for 2 � 2 � 2 ranked base cells
starting from Initial Design I (Example 10); (b) External surface of an RVE within the
center of 2 � 2 � 2 ranked base cells; (c) The ISO surface of the low-transport phase
for the RVE in (b); (d) The ISO surface of the low-transport phase for 2 � 2 � 2
ranked RVE shown in (b).

Fig. 9. The microstructure of a composite targeting for upper HS bound (a) External
surface of the optimal base cell starting from initial values I (Example 11); (b) The
external surface of the 2 � 2 � 2 ranked base cells; (c) ISO surface (qe = 0.90) of the
high-transport phase for 4 � 4 � 4 ranked base cells; (d) Partial ISO surface of the
low-transport phase for 5 � 5 � 5 ranked base cells.
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ranked base cells and its external surface is shown in Fig. 8b, which
illustrates the high-transport phase accumulates at the corners of
base cells. The tri-connected low-transport phase (red1 in Fig. 8c
and d) is shaped into a 3D lattice encapsulating the high-transport
phase tightly so that the transport function is depressed. The objec-
tive function and volume fraction have similar convergent trend to
their counterparts in 2D. The attained transport property for this
3D example is diagðjÞ ¼ ½1:7772;1:7767;1:7768	, again reasonably
close to its target bj ¼ 1:7500I.
1 For interpretation of color in Figs. 8 and 9, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.
3.4. 3D examples targeted for the upper HS bound

The upper HS bound bj ¼ 1:8750I is set as the target in Example
11. Starting from 3D version of Initial Design I, the transport prop-
erty attains j ¼ 1:8600I after 150 iterations as shown in Fig. 9a.
The high-transport phase (light green) evolves to a tri-connected
scaffold so that the transportation can be made most efficiently.
The low-transport phase is encapsulated in the cellular composite
attaining the upper HS bound, resulting in evenly distributed cubic
inclusions with round corners (Fig. 9d). This phenomenon of swap-
ping the phases between the upper and lower HS bounds has al-
ready been observed in the 2D cases (Figs. 2c and Fig. 5c). To
illustrate the inner microstructure of the composite in detail, the
ISO-surfaces for high- and low-transport phases are plotted in
Figs. 9c–d, respectively, in a periodically ranked PBC cellular
assembly.

3.5. Fabrication with Solid Free-From Fabrication techniques

3D multi-material printing signifies a cutting-edge additive
manufacturing technology and has drawn some attention recently
[48]. In this paper, several cellular material designs were selected
and created by stereolithographic apparatus (SLA). Similar to other
solid free-from fabrication techniques, it builds up 3D objects in a
layer-by-layer process by scanning a UV laser over a photopoly-
merizable liquid. Importantly, recent developments have allowed
printing multiple materials in the same layer. Therefore this tech-
nology is used in this study to fabricate the biphasic microstruc-
tural samples.

Specifically, the Connex500™ Multi-Material 3D Printing Sys-
tem (innovated by Objet Geometries Inc.), the 3D commercially
available SFF technologies allowing multi-material fabrication,



Fig. 10. Fabricated material samples for (a) Example 2; (b) Example 6; (c) Example 9. (the top and bottom subfigures are the cross-sections and 3D-views of the fabricated
material samples).
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was employed in our work. However, this technology has not fea-
tured in the literature to date, and its use in fabricating the de-
signed biphasic structures is considered promising for cellular
materials.

The Connex500™ Multi-Material 3D Printing System is used to
fabricate multi-material samples based on selected material de-
signs from the above sections. Solid CAD models are required to
interface with the Connex500™. The 3D CAD Design software, Sol-
idWorks, is used to translate the optimized topology models in an
appropriate format. For 2D designs, a bitmap of the microstructure
can be imported as a background and the splines can be used to ob-
tain geometrical features which accurately reflect the original
microstructural topology. To create 3D objects, the 2D representa-
tion can be extruded to create a representative 3D material model.
For 3D designs, the dimensions of the geometrical features were
captured from the original MATLAB finite element representation,
allowing 1 element to represent 1 unit length. For instance, the
matrix wall has a width of 4 units and the chamfer on the square
inclusion is approximately equal to 10 units. Once the models were
constructed, a scale factor was applied so that the smallest feature
(600lm) can be attained for Connex500™. To match the high and
low thermal conductivities in the following samples, TangoBlack
and VeroWhite were used as raw materials in Connex500™ sys-
tem. Both of them are crylic-based photopolymer materials but
have rubber-like flexible (TangoBlack) and rigid (VeroWhite) prop-
erties, respectively.

The images of some real samples are presented in Fig. 10, with
the top and bottom parts depicting the cross-section and 3D-
view of these materialized examples. The subfigures of
Fig. 10a–c are corresponded to Examples 2, 6 and 9, respectively.
It is apparent from these images that the features of the micro-
structural designs are accurately captured in the SLA fabrication
process. The interfaces are clear in each case, as is evident in
the cross-sectional images. The ability to accurately fabricate
these sophisticated cellular materials using commercially avail-
able SLA technology provides an important link between theoret-
ical and experimental approaches. However, validating
theoretical design and predictions via experiment is left to subse-
quent research.
4. Conclusions

This paper deals with the design of 2D and 3D periodic micro-
structural composites using a modified Bidirectional Evolutionary
Structural Optimization (BESO) method. Following a sensitivity
analysis, the elements are ranked relative to lower and upper sen-
sitivity sets for materials addition or removal. Unlike the tradi-
tional element-based BESO methods, this modified BESO
characterizes a step-wise change in elemental volume fraction
with a reduced step size, which allows altering a larger portion
(up to 50%) of elements in a single step. This modification makes
the algorithm more like an Optimality Criteria (OC) method and
the benchmark examples showed that it converges to the optimum
properly. With this improved BESO method, we obtained classical
Vigdergauz-like structures and Kagomé lattices, both of them are
well-known for their superior transport properties in various phys-
ical scenarios. All these examples, with different initial values, de-
sign domains, target values, demonstrated that this modified BESO
method is competent in material design and has potential to be ap-
plied to other areas in topology optimization.

As part of this paper, we also showed that these complex bipha-
sic microstructural materials can be fabricated by a Connex500™
Multi-Material 3D Printing System. Being a commercially available
Stereo Lithographic Apparatus, it accurately replicated the geome-
tries of several complex material designs. The ability to fabricate
such complicated microstructural materials forms an important
bridge between theoretical design and sample prototyping.
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Appendix A. MATLAB code

A short MATLAB code is provided herein to facilitate the compre-
hension and implementation of this present algorithm. Before run-
ning this program, one needs to define the mesh size factors nx and
ny, the weighting factor zeta for nonlinear diffusion energy, the vol-
Fig. A2. The microstructure of a composite targeting for lower HS bound without nonlin
fraction.

Fig. A3. The microstructures with different delt

Fig. A1. The microstructure of a composite targeting for lower HS bound (a) Base cell in (a
and volume fraction in Example 10.
ume constraint vol for the base cell, the initial step size move for the
design variables in each iteration, weighting factors r1 and r2, the
isotropic properties k1 and k2 for the low-transport and high-trans-
port phases and the threshold coefficient d. The target property is
the lower Hashin–Shtrikman bound in 2D (Line 25, based on the
lower HS bound Eq. (16)) and the initial values are defined in Line
5. When prescribing the periodic, boundary to make the micro-scale
characteristic fields v(y) (obtained by calling FEA function FE in Line
9) periodic, the nodes on the opposite edges are set to have identical
ear diffusion: (a) Base cell (b) The convergence of the objective function and volume

a but the same move (0.15)and zeta (0.15).

) ranking in a 4 � 4 matrix; (d) Base cell in (b) Convergence of the objective function
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numbers by calling the function setPBC (Lines 94–99). The deriva-
tives of characteristic field are obtained in Line 14 by multiplying
v(y) with a derivative operator B. The effective (homogenized)
property Eq. (12) and its sensitivity Eq. (18) are calculated in Lines
17–20. Before applying the BESO method (Lines 29–48), the sensi-
tivity is rectified by the nonlinear diffusion techniques in function
nonDifu in Lines 49–67. To run this code, one just needs to input
BESO(200,200,0.5,0.12,0.1,1,1,1,3,0.05) in MATLAB command
window.
The three main evolving parameters, namely zeta, move and del-
ta, play very important roles for controlling the optimization pro-
cess. For example, if we call this code as BESO(100,100,0.5,0.
2,0.28,1,1,1,3,0.05) in Example 10, a different microstructure from
the plot in Fig. 2b is generated as shown in Fig. A1a. The only dif-
ference between these two examples is that the value of move in
Example 10 is 2.8 times larger than the latter. Generally speaking,
the larger the move is, the more flexible the algorithm would be.
But the flexibility may be obtained at the cost of higher risk of
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instability and slow convergence. Thus, based on the numerical
experiments, a proper range of move should be in between 0.1
and 0.2. Fig. A1b illustrates the variations of the objective value
and the volume fraction for Example 10. It shows that the oscilla-
tion of the volume fraction dwindles to zero around 100 iterations.
And so is for the objective value.

The value of the nonlinear diffusion weighting factor zeta de-
pends on the mesh size. Larger value will make the diffusion role
more dominant, leading to blur edges. But if its value drops grad-
ually, as shown in line 8, the nonlinear diffusion role becomes
weaker and weaker and the intermediate density can be sup-
pressed finally. Another advantage of an asymptotic change of non-
linear diffusion factor is that mesh-dependency can be avoided.
The role of nonlinear diffusion can be validated by setting the
weighting factor zeta = 0 when running the attached code with
the command BESO(200,200,0.5,0,0.1,1,1,1,3,0.05), which makes
the sensitivity follow Eq. (18). Compared with the Example 2 using
the sensitivity of Eq. (21), the result shown in Fig. A2a has imme-
thodical boundaries, hardly to be fabricated. The obtained effective
transport property is diagðjÞ ¼ ½1:6904;1:6875	, which is a bit
away from the target 1.6667 compared with diagðjÞ ¼
½1:6759;1:6737	 in Example 2. Furthermore, the sensitivity defined
in Eq. (21) seems more sensitive than the one in Eq. (18) as it
makes the optimization converge quickly if comparing the conver-
gence histories shown in Fig. 3 and A2b.

Parameter delta defines how many elements are allowed to
change their densities in each iteration step. In Fig. A3, a series of
microstructures with different delta (0.01-0.1) but the same move
(0.15) and zeta (0.15) are illustrated. If it equals zero, all elements
join the updating process. But larger delta could make some dead
region in the design domain, where the local densities never
change and keep the initial intermediate state (e.g. the microstruc-
tures in Fig. A3e–f for delta = 0.09 and 0.10). Like the move param-
eter, larger delta also increases the flexibility of the algorithm and
makes it possible to seek for the multiple solutions (e.g. delta = 0.09
in Fig. A3e). Based on the examples in Fig. A3, the suggested delta
should be less than 0.05 but a larger value might be feasible in
some cases.

This attached code can also handle rectangle design domain by
setting nx and ny differently. Although the microstructures look
asymmetry, their effective transport properties are indeed isotro-
pic. For these kinds of microstructures, readers only need to call
this code as BESO(100,50,0.5,0.2,0.1,1,1,1,3,0.0) or other different
values of nx and ny.

Except for Example 2, other 2D examples can be obtained by
simply changing Line 5 for initial values, line 15-16 for interpola-
tion scheme and its derivative, and Line 25 for the objective value.
The other two initials can be defined in Line 5:
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